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The void seeks to devour everything that it can. The black hole of evil attempts to accrete 
everything around it that it can consume. And the void has been with us since nearly the beginning. Just
in the last few generations, we have more acutely seen it wreak its havoc through gun violence – today 
marks 44 years since Harvey Milk was assassinated in his office in the San Francisco City Hall – for no
reason other than that he was an out, proud, gay man serving his community. And then this very week 
the Club Q massacre and the Wal-Mart employee shooting show us that workplace violence, gun 
violence, and violence against the LGBTQ+ community are still our reality. Have we learned nothing 
in these last 44 years? Have we not found ways to hold back the dark?

We accept that the void is still here; but, we declare that there is always a Light that pierces the 
darkness. We do not begin our Advent in darkness. No! We light at least one candle as soon as we 
gather. We stand up and say that the void may wound us, may do terrible things in the World, but the 
void will not have the last word. We will always have the Light of Christ and that Light will always 
hold back the void. And this Light is so beautifully described by what we have come to know about 
light.

Light is carried by a particle we call a photon. What’s amazing about photons is that they have 
no mass. That is, they have no “oomph” of their own. And with no mass, they cannot exert a force on 
anything else. What a truly perfect metaphor for the Love of Christ. It is never imposed upon us; it is 
something that we must choose to accept. But even though the photon has no mass, it can carry energy 
and it can transfer that energy to something if it encounters it. So, too, can the love, joy, peace, 
patience, justice, and mercy of Christ impart those good gifts onto those it encounters. But this is not 
mere words; we’ve really shown this to be true.

Light Sail 2 is a space mission that recently concluded. On this mission, we launched a satellite 
into orbit around the earth, that was equipped with a mylar sail. And this sail, once it was oriented to 
accept the solar wind, sailed through space at fantastic speeds. Now, there’s basically no air in space; 
so, the satellite was sailing on the solar wind, a stream of photons that constantly pours off the sun. No 
one photon gave enough of a push to keep the sail going; but, the constant encounter between the sail 
and the stream of photons was enough to keep the satellite in orbit around the earth for years! So, too, if
we were all participating in a great stream of sending peace and love into the world – what could we 
keep flying?!

So, what do we have to do to send out these positive waves? We must grow the Light of Christ 
planted deep in our very core. We must sit with the Light and marvel at the flame. We must stare deep 
into the fire until we see anew. We must pray with the Light as our guide. We must read the Scriptures 
and let them be illumined by this Holy Flame. This is how we tend the Light. And, as we tend it, it will 
grow. It will grow until it emanates from us. We will then be surrounded in Light and to others it will 
appear as if we were wearing an armor of Light. And we will be sending forth little photons of Peace 
into the World to encounter others. If they are willing to accept this gift, and orient themselves to catch 
these positive waves, then they, too, will begin to grow the Light within them. This is how we 
participate in holding back the void.

The void may always be with us in one way or another; but, we can carry the Light into every 
shadow. We can shed light on those who have lost their lives to the void but whose names are not in the
headlines. And we must. We must do this work. This is what God has called to us to do in this Advent 
season. We are to sit with the light, and nurture it, and be a beacon of the hope we profess. And we 
must do this until every last child of the Living God is free from the tyranny of the void, free to dream 
of sailing among the stars!
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